
Ideal Gas Law



Ideal Gas Law

PV = nRT
Brings together gas properties.

P*V is Proportional to T



Ideal Gas Equation

P V = n R T

Universal Gas ConstantVolume

No. of moles

Temperature

Pressure

R = 0.0821 atm L / mol K

R  =  8.314 kPa L / mol K

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ideal gas law allows the calculation of the fourth variable for a gaseous sample if the values of any three of the four variables (P, V, T, n) are known.•  The ideal gas law predicts the final state of a sample of  a gas (that is, its final temperature, pressure, volume, and quantity) following any changes in conditions if the parameters (P, V, T, n) are specified for an initial state.•  In cases where two of the variables P, V, and T are allowed to vary for a given sample of gas (n is constant) and the change in the value of the third variable under the new conditions needs to be calculated, the ideal gas needs to be arranged. The ideal gas law is rearranged so that P, V, and T, the quantities that change, are on one side and the constant terms (R and n for a given sample of gas) are on the other:                                                PV  =  nR  = constant  			    T •  The quantity PV/T is constant if the total amount of gas is constant.•  The relationship between any two sets of parameters for a sample of gas can be written as                           P1V1  =  P2V2.                                      T1         T2•  An equation can be solved for any of the quantities P2, V2, or T2  if the initial conditions are known.



PV = nRT

P  =  pressure
V  =  volume
T  =  temperature (Kelvin)
n  =  number of moles
R  =  gas constant

Standard Temperature and Pressure (STP)

T  =  0 oC  or 273 K

P  =  1 atm  =  101.3 kPa  =  760 mm Hg

Solve for constant (R)

PV
nT

=   R

Substitute values:

(1 atm) (22.4 L)
(1 mole)(273 K)

R  =  0.0821 atm L / mol K or             R  =  8.31 kPa L / mol K

R  =  0.0821 atm L
mol K

Recall:  1 atm  =  101.3 kPa

(101.3 kPa)
( 1 atm)

=  8.31 kPa L
mol K

1 mol = 22.4 L @ STP

Find R in J/kmol.K

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any set of relationships between a single quantity (such as V) and several other variables (P, T, n) can be combined into a single expression that describes all the relationships simultaneously.The following three expressions       	V  1/P (at constant n, T)        	V  T ( at constant n, P)        	V  n (at constant T, P)     can be combined to give    	V  nT     or   V = constant (nT/P)•   The proportionality constant is called the gas constant, represented by the letter R.•   Inserting R into an equation gives   V = RnT  =  nRT                                                               P           P  Multiplying both sides by P gives the following equation, which is known as the ideal gas law:                                PV  =  nRT•   An ideal gas is defined as a hypothetical gaseous substance whose behavior is independent of attractive and repulsive forces and can be completely described by the ideal gas law.•   The form of the gas constant depends on the units used for the other quantities in the expression — if V is expressed in liters (L), P in atmospheres (atm), T in kelvins (K), and n in moles (mol), then                   R = 0.082057 (L•atm)/(K•mol).•   R can also have units of J/(K•mol) or cal/(K•mol).A particular set of conditions were chosen to use as a reference; 0ºC (273.15 K) and 1 atm pressure are referred to as standard temperature and pressure (STP).The volume of 1 mol of an ideal gas under standard conditions can be calculated using the variant of the ideal gas law:    V = nRT =  (1 mol) [0.082057 (L•atm)/(K•mol)] (273.15 K)  = 22.41 L             P                                     1 atm•   The volume of 1 mol of an ideal gas at 0ºC and 1 atm pressure is 22.41 L, called the standard molar volume of an ideal gas.•   The relationships described as Boyle’s, Charles’s, and Avogadro’s laws are simply special cases of the ideal gas law in which two of the four parameters (P, V, T, n) are held fixed.



Ideal Gas Law
What is the volume that 500 g of iodine will occupy under the conditions:

Temp = 300oC and Pressure = 740 mm Hg?

Step 1)  Write down given information.
mass =  500 g iodine 
amu of I2=2*126.9=253.8 gm/mol
T = 300oC
P = 740 mm Hg=740/760=0.97 atm
R = 0.0821 atm . L / mol . K

Step 2)  Equation:

V = nRT
P

V 
(500 g)(0.0821 atm . L / mol . K)(300oC)

740 mm Hg=

Step 3)  Solve for variable

Step 4)  Substitute in numbers and solve

V = (1.97 mol)*(0.0821 atm.L/mol.k)* 573k/0.97 atm
=  95.54 L/(1000) =0.095 m^3  . 

PV  =  nRT

n of 500 g iodine? n=mass/a.m.u
n=(500g)/(2*126.9 g/mol)=1.97 mol
300 C=  573 K



Ideal gas properties

• State of Matter
• P,V,T Defines the state of gas



Ideal Gas State

• Pv=RT
• P=Pressure
• v=volume
• R=R bar/M

M or n=  molecular weight.
From universal gas constant 
Find specific Gas Constant, R,  for air.
Molecular wt of air= 28.9 kg/kmol
So, R=(8.3145*1000 J/kmol.k)/(28.9 kg/kmol)

=287.7 J/kg.k.=0.287kN.m/kg.k

Name some common gas-
Oxygen, Chlorine, Methane, Nitrogen,
CO, Hydrogen, CO2, Xenon, Helium, Neon,
Ozone,  Air ( mixture of N2(79%) and O2(21%)) 

Find the specific Gas constant of iodine (I2) gas
Find the specific Gas constant of Nitrogen (N2) gas

Molecular wt. of air=0.79*28+0.21*32
=28.9 gm/mol
=28.9 kg/kmol

Oxygen =32 gm/mol, N2= 28 gm/mol



Practice Problem
1.   Find the specific Gas constant of iodine (I2) gas. R=8.3145*1000/(2*126.9*2)

• 2. Find the specific Gas constant of Nitrogen (N2) gas    R=8.3145*1000/(28)=296 J/kg.K

3. What is the mass of air contained in a room 6m by 10 m by 4 m if the pressure is 100 kPa and temperature is 25 C?
• Universal gas constant = 8.3145 kJ/Kmol.k
Ans-
• PV=m.R.T=n.R.T
• m=PV/R.T=(100kN/m^2)*240 m^3/((0.287kN.m/kg.k)*(298K))=280.5 kg

• Practice/Learn more about 
• Periodic Table- Google
• Gas constant- Google
• Units of Pressure, Temp, vol, density, and more…… Google conversion 
• For Example- 1 Kpa to  Psi?



For Next Class
• Prepare with Ideal Gas Laws and Laws of thermodynamics.
• Architectural model prepared in Revit. Its in OpenlabLab 1
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